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	Enterprise Java Beans enable rapid and simplified development of secure and portable applications based on Java technology. Creating and using EJBs can be challenging and rewarding. Among the challenges are learning the EJB technology itself, learning how to use the development environment you have chosen for EJB development, and the testing of the EJBs.


	EJB 3.1 Cookbook addresses all these challenges and covers the new 3.1 features, along with an explanation of useful features retained from previous versions. It brings the reader quickly up to speed on how to use EJB 3.1 techniques through the use of step-by-step examples without the need to use multiple incompatible resources. The coverage is concise and to the point, and is organized to allow you to quickly find and master those features of interest to you.


	The book starts with coverage of EJB clients. The reader can choose the chapters and recipes which best address his or her specific needs. The newer EJB technologies presented include singleton beans which support application-wide needs and interceptors to permit processing before and after a target method is invoked. Asynchronous invocation of methods and enhancements to the timer service are also covered.


	Each recipe comprises step-by-step instructions followed by an analysis of what was done in each task and other useful information. The book is designed so that you can read it chapter by chapter, or look at the list of recipes and refer to them in no particular order. It is packed with useful screenshots to make your learning even easier. The book is aimed at Java EE and EJB developers and programmers. Readers should be familiar with the use of servlets in the construction of a web application. A working knowledge of XML is also desirable.
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The Professional Services Firm BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you assessed the available books on the topic of managing professional
service firms, you probably arrived at the same conclusion we did about a
year ago. You can find over a hundred books on the topic. Ninety-five percent
of these books are written for the independent consultant who wants to
learn how to incorporate, how to...
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Making Isometric Social Real-Time Games with HTML5, CSS3, and JavascriptO'Reilly, 2011

	Addictive, frustrating. Fun, boring. Engaging, repetitive. Casual, demanding.


	These words may contradict each other, but they express the roller coaster of sentiments
	felt by real-time strategy games players like me. I remember spending countless hours
	playing brilliant games such as EA/Maxis’s SimCity and SimCity 2000,...
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Polysaccharide based Nano-Biocarrier in Drug DeliveryCRC Press, 2018

	With the growing awareness of drug-induced diseases in the last few decades, the trend of phar

	maceutical research had shifted to drug targeting. The research community seems to be fascinated

	with idea of delivering drugs at an optimal rate to their exact site of action. Once considered wishful

	thinking, nanotechnology has made this...
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A Probability and Statistics CompanionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The study of probability and statistics is crucial in manufacturing as well as in the analysis of sample surveys and in experimentation. Utilizing unique real-world examples and numerous graphics, A Probability and Statistics Companion provides a solid foundation to the field by delving into practical and relevant topics. The text...
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Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (The IMA Volumes in Mathematics and its Applications)Springer, 2011

	Many engineering, operations, and scientific applications include a mixture of discrete and continuous decision variables and nonlinear relationships involving the decision variables that have a pronounced effect on the set of feasible and optimal solutions. Mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problems combine the numerical...
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Microsoft Silverlight 5 Data and Services CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	About 2 years ago, in the spring of 2010, Microsoft released Silverlight 4. Silverlight 4 proved

	to be a platform ready for Line-of-Business application development. Numerous developers

	learned how to build great apps with it, which can run both within the browser and as a

	stand-alone application on the user's machine....
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